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hy has war been the
pattern of history
ever since we began
to inhabit this planet?
In peacetime it seems
like we are trying to prevent confrontation, but the moment conflict looms,
the only solution seems to lead us fight
against each other. If we read the newspapers of that faithful summer of 1914,
we see that every headline was forecasting
terrible consequences if nations followed
the path they were taking : the path towards war. Disaster was looming and
widely foreseen. So why then were politicians letting themselves be taken in by the
hurricane? Nationalism, religion, pride,
prejudice, territorial influence...
The ultimate manipulation of the first
World War was in saying that it would be
"the war to end all wars.¨ This time it is for
real–they seemed to be saying. No more
wars. However, because every conflict
seems to leave problems unresolved or
even complicates them further, this war
only laid the foundation for more conflicts to come.
Would people, politicians and soldiers
have marched down this dangerous path
had they known of the misery that was to
come? The poisonous gas, the utter carnage, the thousands of maimed, the im-

mense suffering, the millions of dead in
the trenches, the blood abundantly spilled for an advance of just one mile on a
single battlefield?
In the United States, which could not
avoid being drawn into the war a few
years later, a newspaper in early August,
1914 saw the situation of Europe as pure
madness. The whole continent was ablaze. Germany had invaded France without a declaration of war. England was
about to enter the conflict. Russia was not
standing idle.
Few things can illustrate the madness
of the situation like an editorial in a British paper of those days that said :"we
don't know who our enemy is, nor what
we are expected to fight him about". But
warmongers were busy at play. The prize
was territory, influence, power...
Nation after nation was dragged into a
war by a dispute which did not concern
them. It all started when the heir to the
Austro-Hungarian throne, the archduke
Franz Ferdinand, and his wife, were assassinated in Sarajevo. Austria blamed
the Serbian government for the murders
and declared war on Serbia. The other
empires of Europe, in particular Germany and Russia, could not resist the
temptation to gain as much as possible
from the situation.
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Please, burn my effigy

n the opinion of image consultant Montse Pons i Prats, in order
to be on the latest wave of the
politically hip, you just aren't
anybody if somebody somewhere isn't burning your effigy.
"It's a new twist on the old saying 'Any
news is good news' except with a new extremist twang," said this expert on winning favour and, more importantly,
winning votes.
With independistes attacking the
crown and ultras retaliating by blackening portraits of Carod-Rovira, a number
of politicians are lamenting the fact that
they don't seem to incite the same
passions in the electorate.
Pons i Prats explains the paradox:
"Actually it is a relatively simple formula. For as insipid as a given leader is,
once he is seen to be attacked by radicals,

he gains immediate 'victim points' and
comes off much more human."
This has led to spat of copy cat image
roastings which appear to be staged.
Perhaps the most pathetic case was recently reported by two Mossos who on
being called to look into a "disturbance"
in la plaça del Rei arrived to find a single
hooded man with a piñata he claimed
was the spitting image of José Montilla.
He was shouting that he was going to
"torch the @$%&!*", but nobody was
paying him the least bit of attention.
On ordering him to identify himself,
the man only lowered his head and
pointed to the piñata. "He was about to
burn his own effigy," reported one of the
officers. "I mean, I'm no expert, but I'd
guess a psychologist would have a field
day with this one." The officers let the
president go with only a verbal warning.
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CASTRATION ANXIETY
In reply to your article, ¨City Releases
Guide for Pet Adoption¨ (Page 13), on
pet adoption, surely the answer is to
educate people on the importance of
neutering and castrating existing dogs
and cats. This would drastically cut
down on the enormous numbers of
puppies and kittens being dumped on
tips (we found one puppy last year in a
plastic bag at our tip in Gandesa) and left
on tracks (seven puppies were found
two days ago on the track from Gandesa
to Bott).
Luckily we found a good home for the
one found at the tip, but what chance
have the seven got when all the rescue
centres around here are overflowing
with stray and abandoned dogs and

cats? The poor people who run these
centres have no financial help whatsoever from the government- all are self
financed- and the situation does not
look like it will improve.
It is a national disgrace and needs to
be addressed, so this article shows just
how out of touch the city administrators
are with the situation.
TERRY COOLING.

Correction
The head of the Generalitat’s gay,
lesbian and transexual programme
is Xavier Verdaguer, not Xavier
Balaguer as we reported last week.
Our apologies to Sr. Verdaguer.
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